Leaving the Mine

Describe the journey as you got nearer to the exit.

How did you feel as you saw the light flooding in through the exit?

What could you see as you left the mine?

How would the miners have felt as they got nearer to the exit?

What could you hear as you got nearer to the exit?

How did you feel as you walked into the daylight?
Task: Look at the questions of the last bubble sheet. Now in the speech bubbles below, 
a) write your answers in bullet point form or 
b) come up with 6 descriptive words that best show the emotions the miners felt

Leaving the Mine
Leaving the Mine

Task: Imagine you are either Joe Bell a miner who came from Frizington or Jacky Bahh, a Welshman. Both men would live on site for a number of weeks in the 1920s. How do you think they would have explained these feelings/emotions to a) their pals in the pub or b) family and friends back home? Write poem, diary extract, or letter to show these feelings.